
 
 

BATTLE OF CHERBOURG 
THREE CAMPAIGNS FOR MEMOIR '44 

 
On June 6, 1944, thousands of Allied soldiers landed on the beaches of Normandy as part of 
Operation Overlord. The night before, hundreds of paratroopers had been dropped in the 
Cotentin peninsula to secure key points and facilitate the landings. It was the first time that so 
many men were involved in an air operation. 
 
One of the main D-Day objectives was to establish a bridgehead in Normandy. Then, before 
advancing into France, Allied forces needed to take Cherbourg, a deep-water port that would 
allow the continual arrival of equipment and help ensure the success of the operation. The 
Battle of Cherbourg started a few days after D-Day.   
 
The Allied advance toward Cherbourg was organized along three axis. Some American units 
were ordered to drive north to reach Cherbourg as quickly as possible. Simultaneously, other 
units would secure the east coast and neutralize the coast batteries threatening the beaches. Last 
but not least, it was necessary to cut off the Cotentin peninsula to isolate German forces 
defending Cherbourg; a third group was ordered to drive westwards to reach Barneville, a town 
on the west coast of the peninsula. 
 
This campaign for Memoir '44 invites you to relive the battles that took place between June 8 
and June 30, 1944, in the Cotentin. Choose your side, and lead your men to victory! 
 
 
 

 
 

Required expansions: Campaign Book, Terrain Pack. 
Recommended expansions: Pacific Theater (for "Crocodile" tanks), Air Pack (for Summary cards).  
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THEATER OF OPERATIONS 
 
 

 
 
 
After the landings of D-Day, Allied forces managed to conquer and keep a strong bridgehead in 
Normandy. To keep advancing, it was necessary to take the "Festung" (Fortress) Cherbourg.  
 

The advance toward Cherbourg started from the region of Sainte-Mère-
Église. American forces in Cotentin were commanded by General-Major 
Joseph "Lightning Joe" Collins. The Germans facing him were 
commanded by General Friedrich Dollmann and put up a strong 
resistance to hold the Cotentin peninsula.  
 
 

On June 22, Allied forces reached Cherbourg and launched a general assault 
against the city. After four days of fierce combat, General Karl von 
Schlieben, commanding the city garrison, surrendered with his men. 
However, some combat groups kept resisting until June 30.  
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CAMPAIGN NOTES 
 
The Cherbourg campaigns can be played as individual campaigns or they can be played together 
by following the Grand Campaign instructions.  
 
SPECIAL RESERVE ROLLS 
Reserve rolls are carried out as explained in the campaign rules, except for these special rolls: 
 

Allies  
 

 +  = Elite Unit (Troops 2 - Specialized Units) or Combat Engineers 
(Troops 4 - Combat Engineers). 
 

 +  = Sherman « Crocodile » (Troops 13 - Flame Thrower Tanks). 
If you don't own the Pacific Theater, place a Rangers badge on your Flame Thrower Tanks 
(instead of their normal badge).  
 

 +  = Air Support.  
Take 1 Air Sortie / Air Power token, at no Reserve Token cost!  

 

Axis  
 

 +  = Elite Unit (Troops 2 - Specialized Units) or Unit with SWA: 
(SWA 2 - Anti-tank Gun) or (SWA 3 - Mortar). 
 

 +  = Artillery Unit or Flak 88 mm Guns. 
Apply following rules for Flak 88 mm Guns: Move 0-1 or battle at 2, 2, 2, 2. - 
Stars rolled score a hit on Armor. - Target must be in line of sight. - Ignore terrain 
battle protections. 
 

 +  = Wire. 
Place 2 wire obstacles adjacent to any of your units, at no Reserve Token cost. 
 

 +  = Veterans. 
Take a Veteran Star, at no Reserve Token cost.    
 
 

VETERANS 
Veteran Stars represent the combat experience of your unit(s). If you obtain a 
Veteran Star during the campaign, you may assign it to any of your units at 
the beginning of a scenario, after the Reserve Roll. 
 
A Veteran unit rolls one additional die when close assaulting an enemy 
unit. A Veteran unit counts as a Medal when eliminated. Each side may only 
have one Veteran unit per scenario. 
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GRAND CAMPAIGN RULES 
 
Strategic Reserve Pool  
Use the information provided on each Campaign Sheet, at the beginning of each Campaign. At 
the end of each campaign, discard the Reserve Tokens still in your possession, if any. 
 
Grand Campaign Progression 
Play the different Cherbourg campaigns in this order: 
1. Drive on Cherbourg. 
2. East Coast. 
3. Cutting the Cotentin. 
 
Important Note: The scenario "Cherbourg" must be played at the very end of Cutting the 
Cotentin. This scenario concludes the Grand Campaign.  
 
Victory 
Determine the Victory Level (see campaign rules) for each of the Cherbourg campaigns in the 
usual way. Victory in a campaign is worth Grand Campaign Points as follows: 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Once all three campaigns are completed, add up all the Grand Campaign points. The player with 
the most Grand Campaign points wins. If both players are tied, add up all of the campaign 
scores: the player with the most Victory points wins.  
 
Objective Tracks 
 

In Grand Campaign mode, you won't play the scenario "Cherbourg" in 
the two first campaigns, which distorts the two first allied Objective 
Tracks. For this reason, when you play the Grand Campaign, the Allied 
player must check the first box of his Objective Track in these two 
campaigns (Drive on Cherbourg and East Coast) to balance the forces. 
However, there are no changes for the Axis player. 

 
Air rules 
 
If you wish to, you may use Air rules for the Cherbourg campaigns. If 
used, give one Air Sortie card to the Allied player, and shuffle the other 
in the deck, at each game start.  
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Optional Rule: "What i f?" events 
This optional rule adds historical elements to your Grand Campaign*. If both players agree, roll 
1 die each before each campaign and read off the results as per the following list: 
 

 
 
Note: Some events, while rolled by one player, may favor his opponent! If both players roll the 
same event, its effect (in favor of one side) is only applied once, not twice.   
 
Scouts: Allied scouts conduct recon operations before attacking. 
The Allied player may look at his opponent’s cards once before each scenario of the campaign.  
 
Hedgerow: American troops enter hedgerow hell that slows down their advance. 
Allied armor units may only move 1 or 2 hexes and battle during the campaign.  
 
Lack of initiative / Initiative: Germans forces anticipate American assaults. 
The Axis player moves first in all the scenarios of the campaign.  
 
Bad weather: Planes are nailed to the ground!  
The Air Power / Air Sortie cards and tokens cannot be used in the campaign. If a player receives 
or draws an Air Power or Air Sortie card, he must discard it and draw another card instead.  
 
Confusion: German forces are surprised and do not succeed in organizing their defenses. 
The Axis player starts all the scenarios of the campaign with 2 less cards. His starting hand 
however, must always be at least 1 card. He then draws two cards after each of his turns until he 
reaches the number of cards indicated by the scenario briefing.  
 
Fanaticism: German forces put up strong resistance to defend the Cotentin and Cherbourg. 
In the whole campaign, any German infantry unit adjacent to another friendly infantry unit may 
ignore the first flag. This bonus is not cumulative with other effects that ignore flags. 
 
Anti-tank obstacles: German forces prepare their defenses to fight against Allied tanks. 
The Axis player takes 5 anti-tank obstacles from the box. He may deploy up to 2 anti-tank 
obstacles per scenario, adjacent to any of his units. Once deployed, the anti-tank obstacles 
cannot be re-used for later scenarios. 

                                                
* You may also apply this rule for branch campaigns if you wish to.  


